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Sister Cities Park: Next steps for improvement

2012: took a barren and forgotten space
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Created a place for families with children

Took a space without amenities
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And added a cafe

Took a solitary neglected statue
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Wrapped a children’s garden around it

Added Robert Indiana’s Amor at southern end
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Fountain towards the southern end
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Change of café operator: Brulee started April 1st
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More child-friendly menu

Upgraded interior furniture
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West facing window

Bar stool seating to view Swann Fountain



	

Improve capacity to cater events 

Northern end: Children’s Discovery Garden






Inside the garden: pond

Designed for young children
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October: drain pond; add Imagination playground

Climbing rocks
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With a mountain stream

Improving the Children’s Discovery Garden
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Retained design team: Studio Bryan Hanes

Meghan Talarowski: site observations; 40 detailed surveys
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Design team: Studio Bryan Hanes

Studied several options including expansion; 
Decided to keep the space intimate and densify
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Park serves young children very well,
But they are getting older

Add more gathering & play spaces within garden
& for slightly older children – up to 8 years old
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5 new play locations + more seating for tired parents

Water pump at the top of the mountain
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Create new stopping points in the stream

Create new play opportunities in the stream
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Sluice gates to dam up the stream

Add hiding huts along the trail
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Add hiding huts along the trail

Add climbing logs
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Add climbing logs along the trail

Expand play area at the mountain top
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New platform with climbing nets expands park

Install new climbing, play nets
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Insert storage space beneath the platform
Northeast corner

Northeast corner 
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Access storage from north sidewalk

Vine St. access road

More things to do within the existing space


